Separation of Respiratory Signatures for Multiple Subjects Using Independent Component Analysis with the JADE Algorithm.
Respiration monitoring using microwave Doppler radar has attracted significant interest over the last four decades due to its non-invasive and non-contact form of measurement. However, this technology is still not at the level of practical implementations in healthcare due to motion artifacts and interference from multiple subjects within the range of the Doppler radar sensor. Most reported results in literature focus only on single subject measurements because when multiple subjects are present there are interfering respiration signals which are difficult to separate as individual respiration signals. This paper investigates the feasibility of separating respiratory signatures from the multiple subjects. We employed a new approach using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) with the Joint Approximate Diagonalization of Eignematrices (JADE) algorithm to achieve this for closely spaced subjects, and the system is also capable of estimating Direction of Arrival (DOA) for well-spaced subjects. Experimental results demonstrated that the ICA-JADE method can separate respiratory signatures from two subjects one meter apart from each other at a distance from the radar of 2.89 meters. The separated respiratory pattern closely correlates with reference chest belt respiration patterns, and the mean square error is approximately 11.58%. Concisely, this paper clearly demonstrates that by integrating ICA with the JADE algorithm in a Doppler radar physiological monitoring system, multiple subjects can be monitored simultaneously.